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Reading #6, Carol and Ron, Transcript, Part 1 of 3
0:00 hello Ron I hope that you're enjoying
0:02 the weekend and that things are good
0:05 with you I've just picked up all your
0:07 questions you said to go to your website
0:10 and and I've done that so we've got the
0:12 the final questions that I'm going to
0:15 try and answer I'm not sure I'm going to
0:18 be able to answer all of these in half
0:19 an hour
0:20 but I will do my best and you said your
0:26 questions keep evolving and they have
0:29 but I've picked up this and use it it
0:31 says on your website that they were the
0:33 final questions so I'm hoping I'm right
0:36 and you'll have to excuse my voice a
0:38 little bit because I've been talking so
0:40 much that it's a little bit hoarse but
0:43 anyway I'll try to be as clear as it
0:46 possibly can
0:47 one of the first questions you asked me
0:50 I mean you have asked me about the
0:52 impulses from yourself but I'll go over
0:54 that ruling the reading it asked me
0:58 about the Sirius Star System that is
1:01 where I am from I do know that and
1:03 you're asking about what is one's
1:07 journey that defines one's home star
1:09 system it isn't so much about the
1:12 journey although that the fact that
1:14 people are curious that people are
1:16 starting to awaken at certain times and
1:20 it's about their energy about their
1:22 frequency and you know I can even tell
1:25 from the way people write it they have
1:28 different colors different shapes and
1:33 and different strands and so this is
1:39 these all permeates your body and and
1:43 come from the from you from the
1:46 individual and it's really interesting
1:50 because there's a lot written about
1:53 certain auric fields but I see it in the
1:58 way I see it and and as your you you
2:03 must be serious your home star system it

2:07 is but remember Sirius has three known
2:11 some
2:11 and the Suns have planets around them
2:14 Sirius B is supposed to be a dead son
2:18 but what you have to remember is that as
2:23 there is no such thing in time and
2:26 everything exists in the moment that
2:29 that Sirius B is still as it was and so
2:35 nothing is dead nothing is really
2:37 altered yes I think Sirius is your home
2:40 star system because you have certain
2:43 colors like violet and orange and the
2:46 wonderful sort of silvery colors that
2:50 are sort of coming from you obviously
2:53 I've seen photographs of you but it's
2:55 your writing the way you think all these
2:59 things
2:59 show me your energy and your energy is
3:03 has got a signature of Sirius but you
3:08 don't come from Sirius from around
3:10 Sirius B you actually come from the
3:13 planet around Sirius C and I'm not sure
3:19 that that my I don't think the climate
3:20 has been discovered yet but it will be
3:24 now there are it is very interesting
3:28 system because a closely thought there
3:32 was just one star but then they realized
3:35 that it wasn't as they looked at it and
3:38 so they thought that there were just two
3:41 suns and then they suddenly realized
3:44 that looking at both Suns that there was
3:48 something else and that is when they
3:49 found the third smaller Sun now you've
3:53 asked what our predominant life forms in
3:56 the star system serious well there are
4:00 some who have humanoid appearances but
4:03 there are differences because they have
4:06 elongated fingers and and and slightly
4:11 larger heads they have hair yes
4:15 definitely and are very beautiful to
4:18 look at but the predominant life forms
4:23 really
4:24 our life-forms that the only way I can
4:29 describe them on this planet and a
4:31 dolphin like and yet they are not sort
4:35 of fish like really that their skins is
4:39 sort of dolphin color and it has this
4:42 beautiful machine and they have dockland
4:46 features and they really live in whether

4:52 we call it water it isn't quite like the
4:56 water we know on earth but it is not
4:58 that different but it enables the
5:02 humanoids to actually and another forms
5:05 of life to actually live under the water
5:08 as well as out on the land the
5:12 predominant life forms really are
5:16 teachers that is what they're they do
5:20 they prepare other life forms to go out
5:24 and seek planets where there is life
5:30 there and to share that life and to help
5:34 development now
5:36 you must if serious does is delicious
5:39 shared with reptilians yes it is because
5:44 because of certainly around Sirius being
5:48 the biggest planet was a water world and
5:52 so the atmosphere and everything suited
5:57 the reptilian skin and there is slightly
6:00 different in the way we perceive them
6:05 here they do change
6:07 we call it shape-shifting but it's much
6:11 more sophisticated than that and you
6:14 hardly notice it and yes there are
6:18 positive and negative because there are
6:22 some who don't really want to learn from
6:26 the doctors they don't want to know
6:28 about unconditional love they want power
6:31 that is what they want and yet there are
6:35 positive reptilians who who don't want
6:38 this because they want the peace and the
6:41 harmony that really does permeate the
6:44 whole of that planet
6:46 so the negative reptilians went to live
6:50 around the major Sirius Star and they
6:56 built their own community for want of a
6:58 better word but it's so interesting
7:03 because they like to live slightly
7:08 underground because their star is really
7:11 hot and they're vermin like you to be in
7:16 hot climates they need to go underground
7:18 too but there is quite a big community
7:26 where they have built certain things
7:30 that send out and that can be quite
7:36 disturbing to nearby planets now we did
7:43 share a lifetime in series it was a
7:45 beautiful and is a beautiful water world
7:48 we could walk through walls through the
7:55 sea we know that nothing was difficult
7:59 for us because of the the subtle makeup

8:03 of our bodies and we were humanoid and
8:08 because we were prepared to come and
8:13 live on this planet so we assumed that
8:17 shape and we had to get used to it it
8:20 was part of the training and there were
8:23 other life forms strange life forms that
8:26 he never tried to describe them to you
8:29 and you you Matthew you might not be
8:32 able to visualize them but they were
8:35 humanoid life-forms that really had more
8:40 legs and more arms than we've got and
8:42 some with four legs and some with six
8:46 arms because they were going to planet
8:49 where the
8:50 being able to to use these limbs or
8:54 going to be you know just right for
8:58 where they were going so it it was an it
9:01 was a place of teaching it was a place
9:04 where perhaps you know some people who
9:09 were or some beings which were born
9:12 elsewhere I'm use the word born loosely
9:17 because maybe created is a better word
9:19 and where they it came to be prepared of
9:25 life on certain planets and the dolphin
9:30 teaches had decided that they would go
9:34 to other worlds where they were where
9:36 there was water so that they could
9:39 monitor what was going on and of course
9:42 they also ever nearly everybody who sees
9:45 dolphins feels that peace within them
9:49 and they feel the love and the dolphins
9:52 make them smile but there are cruel
9:55 people on this planet who kill the
9:59 dolphins and treat them horribly and
10:02 they are preparing to go they don't want
10:06 to stay here any longer and of course
10:09 the Seas I'm really being poisoned I'm
10:14 what is being poured out into them like
10:18 from Fukushima now you have asked me
10:24 about confirmations of different
10:25 feelings about your life readings on
10:28 this planet by joy tally and she said
10:33 that the lifetimes weren't relevant to
10:37 your current lifetime and the Atlantis
10:42 the first one that is really quite an
10:47 important one because I think that that
10:49 is right because you said scientists
10:53 working on using the energy of the Sun
10:57 to power spacecraft but it wasn't just

11:00 spacecraft it was free energy
11:04 for all planets and I actually feel that
11:09 that is a correct one and you enjoyed
11:11 the work you were curious you loved the
11:14 experimentation and I feel that that was
11:19 a definite definite lifetime that you've
11:24 had and I think that it is really
11:27 relevant to your current lifetime
11:29 because you are curious and this is
11:31 something I feel that you think about
11:34 and you might have read quite a bit
11:36 about Tesla and he was one who worked
11:40 with you I am and I know that may seem a
11:43 bit strange for me to say but but he was
11:46 and so I feel that there was a
11:48 connection he's not the only person that
11:52 there are scientists today who are
11:54 working on that project Lemuria the
12:00 priestess with the beautiful voice and I
12:04 don't quite feel that one I can actually
12:10 see that perhaps you were something of
12:15 an Oracle who had a very soothing voice
12:19 I do not feel that you were a priestess
12:22 you will do certainly could have been a
12:25 female I feel it was a very feminine
12:28 influence there and I think that it
12:32 wasn't a singing voice but a voice which
12:35 was haunting and I I feel that you were
12:39 somebody who people approached because
12:42 they listened to what you had to say now
12:46 I'm ancient Egypt a Cosman working with
12:50 precious stones yes I think that that is
12:54 right a new particularly worked with
12:57 emeralds because ancient Egypt loved
13:00 emeralds and you actually made some of
13:05 the beautiful and artifacts and some of
13:09 the beautiful jewelry that the ancient
13:13 Egyptians were because
13:16 I knew about the frequency of the stones
13:20 and for some reason they I mean they're
13:24 they really really loved emeralds
13:29 because emeralds hold something which is
13:35 it adjourns to the intuition of the
13:39 person so I think emeralds helped guide
13:43 them now I know they wore diamonds and
13:46 don't rubies and sapphires and things
13:49 like that but it was a mold that was the
13:52 most important stone yes if they loved
13:55 gold because they felt that gold and

13:59 they needed gold and they would ingest
14:02 gold dust because it was something from
14:06 their home planet mo home and galaxies
14:12 that was used well um it was a positive
14:18 life time because you enjoyed making
14:20 beautiful things just as in this
14:23 lifetime you have an eye for beauty and
14:27 you noticed almost everything and I
14:31 think that you feel and that that there
14:37 is a visit there is an essence in
14:40 everything that is natural for you now a
14:45 Roman prefect military governor alright
14:51 the less than the positive attitude
14:53 concerning women and children yes I
14:57 think that that was one of your negative
15:00 life times I think she's right on that
15:02 and yet I think in this lifetime you've
15:07 sort of gone between the two but as you
15:10 got older I think that you have started
15:15 to perhaps value women and children more
15:20 but the lesson positive attitude I was
15:25 really because you you were more focus
15:29 on higher things and you are not a very
15:34 nice person in that lifetime but you
15:38 know I think that you've learned
15:39 something from it now I think that the
15:46 next one
15:47 a Viking raid that really would suit you
15:51 and I I think that the is true Brown is
15:56 not your real name and but it is funny
16:00 that I think that the name Ragnar is
16:05 very nice
16:06 and and it really does suit you because
16:11 it's strong it has a strength and I
16:14 think that from being a young child in
16:18 that lifetime you had you showed a sense
16:22 of purpose yes Ron
16:26 after looking at your link the 9th
16:29 century Runner I think that that is very
16:33 much you and I think that you have
16:36 traits in this life of that life there's
16:41 very brave and the strange thing is when
16:45 I started to sort of think about the
16:49 answers I needed to give to to focus on
16:52 your questions I kept seeing snakes and
16:55 apparently I mean read they the link
16:58 that he was thrown into that the ragna
17:02 of the ninth century was thrown into a
17:04 pit of snakes I don't know if you have a

17:07 fear of snakes but a lot of other things
17:09 in that lifetime really really actually
17:13 and resonate with the you you are today
17:19 and you said that you captured Lord your
17:23 second life and it's interesting because
17:27 I'm not sure will you I can't remember
17:30 whether you were married at that time
17:32 but I think that you may have got close
17:34 to it but it is interesting and so I
17:39 feel left definitely she was right on
17:42 the Viking raid
17:43 and I think you feel a connection with
17:46 that now in Europe it's interesting
17:50 because you really as she talked about
17:56 you being a psychic warlock in Europe
17:59 had a knowledge of her but it wasn't
18:02 just hurt it was much deeper than that
18:06 you had a knowledge of how to move
18:10 between dimensions how you were able to
18:13 cheat to change what we know as reality
18:17 because it's all to do with wavelengths
18:19 because you in that life you were a
18:24 visitor from another world but you
18:29 seemed to appear in that lifetime I
18:31 don't know she told you that suddenly
18:34 you became known and yes you misused
18:37 your power but it was because well you
18:41 misused it in some ways but not quite
18:45 the way that she means it because what
18:49 you actually did was you like to have
18:52 power over people but it was a case of
18:56 wanting to really enchant them in a way
19:02 and one of the powers that you had was
19:06 the power of what we call today hypnosis
19:09 and you could make people to do to do
19:12 what you wanted thing to do and so I
19:16 feel that maybe you experimented with
19:19 people because you are not you are
19:24 though you were occupied a human body or
19:26 you had the appearance maybe a
19:28 holographic appearance of a human body
19:31 you were so interested in finding out
19:35 about these humans that this is why you
19:39 misused your power you did experiment on
19:43 and you were captured and you were held
19:47 imprisoned incarcerated for some time
19:50 and you were hand only after you
19:56 heart dead anyway and I think that this
20:03 actually was probably the time period

20:07 was music was unknown I would say new
20:11 11th century
20:13 now in love it he said was Europe again
20:19 you were a concert musician violin and
20:24 composer no I don't think it was violin
20:28 i I really don't think it was that and I
20:36 feel you had before honor on a piano and
20:43 he said the music you know sad because
20:46 your mother had died when you were very
20:48 young and you she said you would
20:53 recognize the music if you heard it well
20:56 I think that perhaps you did but I think
21:01 that it was not not completely because
21:09 your mother had died when you were young
21:10 but because you felt unable to really
21:17 connect with other people because you
21:19 were afraid of people sort of being
21:21 taken away from you so I think the
21:25 sadness was also loneliness and so you
21:28 lost yourself in the music maybe you
21:31 played the violin as well but I don't
21:33 think that's how you composed I think
21:35 you had something that was like a piano
21:39 and you could hear it in your head
21:42 anyway and you could actually bring in
21:49 all the instruments within your head and
21:52 hear how your conversations' would sound
21:55 and I think that you enjoyed that life
21:59 but I don't think it was a long life I
22:01 think that perhaps you you died in your
22:05 late 30s
22:08 now you're talking about France and
22:12 Janet your first life in that lifetime
22:14 of being your daughter an alcoholic and
22:17 treated her really badly I am now I
22:24 think you said you said that lifetime
22:28 was an opportunity to resolve karmic
22:31 issues and you think you were successful
22:34 now I don't think you did I don't think
22:38 you resolved any karmic issues then
22:41 because you really were aware of them I
22:45 think I think that is possible she was
22:48 one of I think you had about four
22:51 children and all of them daughters but
22:55 she was a feisty one and so this is why
23:00 I think that you really turned against
23:06 her because she was actually very much
23:08 like you and that's why you treated her
23:11 badly and again it is another time when

23:16 you you died early but it wasn't you
23:19 didn't resolve karmic issues and I think
23:23 that you have said that maybe it could
23:27 have been it during a lifetime as an
23:30 architect and you do have it confused
23:35 with another past life but I think that
23:40 really and the time when you did resolve
23:45 your karmic issues was actually around
23:51 the eighteen hundred's and you you
23:57 talked about being an architect I'm not
24:00 so sure that that's what you wear but
24:03 again I can understand what she is
24:07 talking about because I think that you
24:09 were what I would call a planner and
24:13 that you would talk to architects and
24:17 that you sort of plan
24:20 um things house cities and towns would
24:26 be but I don't think that you were the
24:29 actual architect now that time period as
24:34 I said I think is around the 1800s and
24:37 I'm getting a name which was Jack now
24:42 that could have been the person you
24:44 worked with or it could have been you
24:46 but I thought that is what I'm sort of
24:50 feeling now to be honest he said now in
24:58 the mid seventies at the beginning of
25:01 your spiritual journey he felt a strong
25:04 connection with the Virginia Beach
25:07 psychic Joy Talley and her family and
25:10 you're wondering why and why was this
25:16 important that you have past life
25:18 relationships and it's it's interesting
25:22 because you said you had a dream when
25:25 you were in a casket in a stone sense to
25:28 church and joy was there dressed in
25:31 black and you're wondering if the
25:35 journey was symbolic or something else
25:38 well I do think you had a very strong an
25:44 important past life with her I feel that
25:51 she was stronger than you and I'm
25:55 getting it at a time scale which is
26:00 probably only even even earlier than the
26:08 last one probably around 16 16 18
26:18 something like that and I think that
26:25 there was something of a love
26:30 relationship between you
26:33 and yet it it felt as if you are not
26:39 sure about this that you were not sure
26:44 whether it was a good thing or a bad

26:46 thing because you wanted to possess her
26:49 you wanted to be with her enough at that
26:52 time it really was frowned upon and I
26:56 know people did but you know you were
27:00 trying to be very very much a gentleman
27:02 and I think he became him Annie look I
27:07 can hear you coughing and coughing and
27:10 joy she loved you very much but I think
27:15 that she knew you and she knew again
27:19 that your life would not be a long life
27:21 you had some long and some short lines
27:24 his life is quite a long life that
27:27 you're living now and I feel that she
27:32 helped you because you started to be
27:36 very spiritual and very religious and
27:40 she helped you to prepare because you
27:45 we're going on a journey but the journey
27:49 was not a journey of death of that time
27:53 you were going on a ship and you had to
27:59 go because you felt it calling to you
28:02 but she knew that you'd never come back
28:06 because she knew that deep within you
28:09 was a problem see you it wouldn't happen
28:11 for maybe three or four years but she
28:16 knew that you had to make a life
28:18 elsewhere and she couldn't come with you
28:21 because she had a child

